
Phonics Activity For Ages Reception Cgp
Home Learning
Phonics is a crucial foundation for reading and spelling success. By
breaking down words into their individual sounds, children can learn to
decode and encode words more easily. This is especially important for
Reception-aged children, who are just beginning to develop their literacy
skills.
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There are many fun and engaging phonics activities that you can do with
your Reception child at home. Here are a few ideas to get you started:

Interactive Games

Sound Bingo: Create a bingo card with different sounds written on
each square. Call out different words and have your child mark off the
squares that match the sounds they hear.

Phonics Charades: Write down different words on pieces of paper.
Have your child take turns picking a word and acting it out while the
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others guess what it is.

Sound Scavenger Hunt: Hide objects around the house that
represent different sounds. Give your child clues to help them find the
objects and identify the sounds they make.

Creative Tasks

Letter Crafts: Help your child create letters out of playdough, pipe
cleaners, or other materials. This will help them to recognise the
shapes of letters and associate them with their sounds.

Sound Posters: Create posters with different sounds on them.
Encourage your child to draw pictures or write words that represent
each sound.

Storytelling: Make up stories that focus on different sounds. This will
help your child to hear the sounds in context and understand how they
are used in words.

Other Activities

Sing Phonics Songs: There are many catchy phonics songs available
online and in books. Singing these songs will help your child to learn
and remember the sounds more easily.

Read Aloud: Reading aloud to your child is one of the best ways to
help them develop their phonics skills. Point out the sounds in words
as you read and encourage your child to join in.

Play Word Games: There are many word games that can help
children to develop their phonics skills, such as Scrabble Junior and
Boggle Junior.



By incorporating these fun and engaging phonics activities into your child's
learning, you can help them to develop the strong phonics foundation they
need to succeed in reading and spelling.

For more phonics resources and activities, visit the CGP Home Learning
website.
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Unscientific America: 11. Harris and Chomsky
In this chapter of "Unscientific America," Chris Mooney and Sheril
Kirshenbaum explore the relationship between science and politics,
focusing on...
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The Ultimate Flight Attendant Essential Guide:
A Comprehensive Handbook for Aspiring and
Current Flight Attendants
If you're passionate about travel, meeting new people, and providing
exceptional customer service, then a career as a flight attendant may be
the perfect fit for you. Flight...
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